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4-WHEEL DRIVE UNIT (FERGUSON FORMULA)

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The basis of the Ferguson all-wheel control formula
is a master differential and two one-way clutches.
In this particular design the master differential is a
planetary gear that permits a speed variation
between front and rear output and also divides the
torque unequally in the ratio of 37% to the front
road wheels and 63 % to the rear.
Drive is taken to the master differential by mounting
the planet carrier onto the output shaft of the gear·
box, in this case the Chrysler ·"Torqueflite" auto
matic. Three planet gears are in mesh with an
annulus and a sungear. Chain -sprockets on the
sun gear shaft drive the front output shaft through
a set of three Morse "Hyvo" chains. Rear output
shaft and annulus gear are formed as an integral
member.
Also mounted on the sun gear shaft is a gear that
drives the main shaft of the control unit. This
unit consists of two one-way clutches that are
controlled by two gears driven from Ihe input shaft
(gearbox output).. Each clutch has a multiplicity

of plates, the inner ones being splined to the main

shaft and the outer plates held in an outer casing.
An abutment ring with a chamfered end face bears
against the chamfered ends of six radial plun-gers.
An inner sleeve prevents the plungers from being
pressed inwards as the result of end thrust on the
abutment ring(s). Light spring pressure between
the rings ensures that the clutch plates are held in
contact with one another. Between the outer
casing of each clutch and its control gear are three
balls positioned in ramps formed in both faces.
It will be appreciated thal the friction in the clutch
pack, due to the spring pressure, will cause the
outer casing to lag behind the speed of its control
gear. Under normal conditions Ihis will ensure
that the clutch is inoperative. However, should
the speed of the control gear equal that of the outer
casing. the balls will travel up the ramps and so
exert an axial thrust that engages the clutch. The
control gear and the mainshaft will now revolve

together and so lock the sun gear and planet
carrier. This effectively couples both pairs of road
wheels together, although they are running at



different speeds. In this particular design the front
wheels are permitted to over·run the rears by
16.5% and the rear wheels over-run the fronts

by 5.5%.
To obtain these speed differences one clutch and its
control gear revolves faster than the main shaft

while the other clutch and gear turns slower.
Front wheel spin under traction is prevented by the
faster running clutch which also prohibits rear
wheels locking during braking. The slower running
clutch controls the rear wheels under traction and
the front ones during braking.

Any possibility of all wheels locking is effectively
prevented by the Dunlop Maxaret unit. Driven
by the planet carrier it senses the mean deceleration
of front and rear road wheels.
When reversing a simple one-way clutch or "free-

wheel" locks its inner race to the gearbox casing.
Face dogs 00 the end of this race engage with
similar dogs on the inner sleeve. Rotation of this
sleeve within the mainshaft is prevented by a
crosspin (shown in diagram) so that any rotation
of the mainshaft in a reverse direction forces the
sleeve to move axially within the shaft. The radial
plungers can now move inwards which, in turn,
allows the abutment rings to move axially along the
main shaft. The outer casing member, its relative
movement to the control gear limited by pins, is
therefore, prevented from exerting a thrust onto

the clutch plates.
As soon as the vehicle moves forward the sleeve is
pressed back into its normal operating position by
a spring.
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